
Holiday Plans

Spotlight-6, Module 10



Holiday Activities:
We  usually…

stay in a luxurious hotel



We usually…

     go sightseeing



We usually…

visit museums



We usually…

attend a performance



We usually…

taste local food



We usually …

go shopping



We usually…

buy souvenirs



We usually …

     take pictures



We usually …

go on a boat cruise



Holiday Plans

  This summer I would like to 
go 

on a holiday to…I’m going to … and 
…



To be
•am

•I - я
•is

•He - он
•She - она
•It – он/она
•are

•They - они
•We - мы
•You –ты/вы

To be



Plans

1. We are going to do a lot of sightseeing.
2. We are going to see the Kremlin, Red Square... .
3. I am going to taste as many local food as possible.
4. I am going to take lots of interesting  pictures.



Plans

1. We are going to do a lot of sightseeing.
2. We are going to see the Kremlin, Red Square...
3.  I am going to taste as many local food as possible.
4. I am going to take lots of interesting  pictures.



Places of interests:
1. Kremlin
2. Red Square
3. St.Basil’s Church
4.Lenin’s Tomb
5. The Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
6. The State History Museum
7. Bolshoi Ballet Theatre
8. Moskva river
9. Moscow Zoo
10. GUM department store



Look at the sentences and complete them 
using to be going to :  

1. Pete…stay in a luxurious hotel.(√)
2. They…to go shopping.(×)

3. I…take pictures. (√)
4. My friend and I ...visit museum. (√)

5. Kate…go on a boat trip. (×)



Keys:
1. is going to
2. are not going to (aren’t going to)
3. am going to
4. are going to
5. is not going to (isn’t going to)

Scores:
«5» - excellent (отлично - 5)
«4» - good (хорошо -4)
«3» - satisfactory (удовлетворительно-3)
«2» - poor (неудовлетворительно-2)



Homework
To write about your summer 
plans


